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February 2010 - The following is an excerpt
from the February 2010 INSIIDE              Track          AND the
March 2009 INSIIDE Track that discuss the con-
vergence of  South American Earth Disturbance
Cycles that occur in the months of February,
May, August & November... and which are ex-
pected to grow in intensity and devastation during
the same months in 2010 & 2011 (when longer-
term earthquake cycles hit a crescendo).

This is also linked to the Sun’s 11-Year
Sunspot Cycle which just bottomed in 2009 and is
turning up now.  More comprehensive analysis,
context and expectations for the coming years
can be found in related publications like The        17-      
Year         Cycle           Reports              .

As is often emphasized - which            is    critical             to    
keep          in     mind          when           reading              this        information                     -
these cycles are analyzed and discussed as an-

other example of the application of cycle analysis.  They are not addressed to sensationalize
possible events or to minimize the often-tragic impact of those events... but rather in an attempt
to encourage readers to recognize and learn from the repetition of these events...

by Eric S. Hadik

Outlook 2010 - 2011...
The Geometry of Time

01-29-10 - “...One of the first things that can be learned from this is the geometric nature of
time.  This principle was at the core of W.D. Gann’s approach to the markets, is alluded to throughout
the Bible and is ubiquitous in nature and in our lives... even though we rarely recognize it.

Simply put, time is measured by the elliptical rotations of the planets.  Every circuit (‘circle’,
although  not exactly) represents a full measure of time... in a 360-degree movement of the related
planet.  As a result, the key divisions of that ‘circuit’ - or ‘cycle’ - also time important events.

The most important of these arrive at 90-degree intervals.  Just as the seasons time important
transitions and events in the natural year - at 90-degree intervals on the calendar and at 90-degree

(Continued on page 2)

“...Let us run with patience the race that is set before us.”   Hebrews 12:1

“When you hear
of wars and revolu-
tions, do not be
frightened. These
things must happen
first...Nation will rise
against nation, and
kingdom against
kingdom. There will
be great earth-
quakes, famines
and pestilences in
various places, and
fearful events and

great signs from heaven...

There will be signs in the sun, moon and stars.
On the earth, nations will be in anguish and per-
plexity at the roaring and tossing of the sea. Men
will faint from terror, apprehensive of what is
coming...”

Luke 21:9-11, 25-26 (NIV Translation)
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intervals of the earth’s rotation around
the Sun - so, too, do 90-degree move-
ments in time - within various cycles.
These can be measured on many inter-
vals, but I have seen the most consis-
tency in days & years...

The        Other           90-Degree                   Sequence                  
Since we are approaching the month

of February, I should also reiterate the
other 90-degree sequence that has gov-
erned so many earth disturbances - both
earthquakes and volcanic eruptions - in
South America.

It involves the months of February,
May, August & November.

Similar to the aforementioned Se-
quence, the 180-degree couplings - like
the January/July & April/October pairings
- seem to have their own unique relation-
ship.

The May/November coupling has
seen many of the major volcanic erup-
tions and the largest magnitude earth-
quakes.

In contrast, the February/August pairing has
not been as significant but has still supplied
many ‘events’.  February 2009 saw 6 sizeable
earthquakes (ranging from mg. 5.5 - 6.2) in
Chile, Peru, Argentina & Brazil.

February 2010 could see some correspond-
ing quakes in S. America.

...These increasingly frequent swarms - of
major earth disturbances (like birth pains that
increase in frequency and intensity) - warrant
some further discussion on the Cycle that was
expected to trigger these swarms during this
specific time frame...

‘Signs            in     the       Sun’        
The (approximate) 11-Year Sunspot Cycle

identifies the ebb and flow of solar activity.  This
is important since this activity - massive explo-
sions on the surface of the Sun - generate
electro-magnetic storms that sometimes bom-

bard earth.

Being a magnetic planet, and electro-
magnetic creatures (why else would EKGs &
EEGs be so effective), these storms - or lack
thereof - have a profound influence on Earth,
Earth’s climate (despite what a modern agenda
says)... and Earth’s inhabitants.

As the data on page 5 demonstrates, this
Sunspot Cycle is just beginning to turn back up.
If it follows expectations (which it has NOT done
up to this point), the coming years could see a
significant increase in major solar storms and
‘events’, exacerbating and/or magnifying all of
the other cycles that are culminating at the same
time.

I have repeatedly demonstrated how this
Cycle impacts wars - particularly in the Middle
East - and, when coinciding with the geomag-
netic, 17-Year Cycle (every 3 phases of the
11-Year Sunspot Cycle closely correlate to ev-
ery 2 phases of the 17-Year Cycle) also time

Chile         ...     &    the       17-Year               Swarm            Cycle         
Major EQs/Volcanoes at 17-Year Intervals

1837-1840 - Chile         EQ (tsunami hits Hawaii)
1854-1857 - [Honduras EQ]
1871-1874 - [El Salvador EQ]
1905-1908 - Chile         EQ (8.6; 20k dead)

[Ecuador - 8.8; 5th Largest in 150 yrs]
[Colombia - 8.6; all three in 1906]

1922-1925 - Chile        /Argentina (8.5; 12th Lgst]
1939-1942 - Chile         (7.8; 30-40k dead)
1956-1959 - [Colombia EQ]
[1960     - Chile         (9.5; Largest in recent history)
1973-1976 - [Guatemala EQ; 7.5]
1990-1993 - Chile        : Mt. Hudson Eruption (one of
largest in 20th Century; Aug. - Oct. 1991)

[Peru, Costa Rica]
2007-2010 - Chile        : Chaiten Volcano Eruption(s)

[Multiple Quakes in C./S. America]
Other Cntrl/S. America Major Quakes cited in [brackets]

Reprinted from March 2009 (2/26/09) INSIIDE            Track         
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economic depressions, stock market collapses,
banking failures, currency destabilization, earth
disturbances, etc.  [This was all described in or
before 2007.]

On a larger-degree basis, there are other
things that this has timed - like Disease/Plague
Outbreaks - and which could become an in-
creased possibility in the coming years.

However, it has also timed the obvious -
solar storms and weather extremes.

The reason this is intriguing is because the
coming years represent a convergence of cycles
- including a 40-Year Period of Testing - originat-
ing from previous events (i.e. massive solar
explosion in 1972) and portending some ex-
treme events in the next 2-3 years.

These events include some of the greatest
solar explosions on record, some of the greatest
floods of the last two centuries, one of the
coldest periods of the past 500 years (when
there was virtually no solar activity for 7
decades)... and even an intriguing man-made
weather ‘influence’.

All of these point to the coming years as a
time when solar & weather disturbances are
likely to occur, just as the current Sunspot Cycle
is likely to be accelerating higher.  This is when
most of the extreme solar storms have occurred.

This might seem like a manageable
(potential) event, but our escalating dependency

on electronics and satellite technology remain
the Achille’s Heel for Western Society (and,
increasingly, for the entire civilized world).

One only has to look back to 1997 & 1998
and to 1989 to see what an impact solar storms
had on satellites... and that was back when
there were not near as many satellites and not
near the dependency on them.

It may not, however, be just solar magnetic
storms bombarding the earth.  In case you were
not listening, two surprise meteor/asteroid
strikes hit earth’s atmosphere during a 3-week
period in late-2009.  One exploded over In-
donesia (late-October) and the other over the
Western United States (mid-November).

With all the technology & know-how we
think we possess, both of these events were
described as ‘unexpected’, ‘without warning’, ‘a
surprise’.

Similar descriptions were used in
2008/2009 even though a VERY consistent cy-
cle projected a 2-3 year, 35-50% drop in the
Stock Market.  After the drop took place, there
was ‘no way anyone could have ever anticipated
that’.  Wrong.  What will they say when a major
solar storm disables satellites, electrical grids,
etc.?  “OOPS.” ???  IT  [End of excerpt from
1/29/10; February 2010 issue of INSIIDE              Track         .]

The following is an excerpt from the March
2009 INSIIDE              Track          - published on 2/26/09 -
that provides additional context and details re-
garding the South American Earth Disturbance
Cycle that is nearing a crescendo.  The tables
on page 2 & 3 are also from that March 2009
INSIIDE              Track          and demonstrate the cycles that
are peaking in 2010 and that converge during
the month of February...

17-Year              Earth           Disturbance                      Cycle...             
2-26-09 - Similar to the 90-degree cycle that

influences Mr. Ahmadinejad’s actions, S. Ameri-
can earth disturbances have been on the same
cycle (don’t ask me why earth instability in the
Southern & Western Hemisphere coincides with
mental & emotional instability in the Northern &

Feb.         2009          EQ       Swarm            

2/20 -  Chaiten volcano erupts
2/17 - 5.7 Argentina
2/16 - 5.6 Greece
2/15 - 6.2 N. Peru

5.9 Japan
2/09 - 6.1 N. Peru
2/05 - 5.5 Chile
2/02 - 5.9 Peru
1/31 - 6.0 Japan
1/29 - 5.6 Brazil
Reprinted from March 2009 (2/26/09) INSIIDE            Track         
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pts. in either direction.  INSIIDE               Track           Update             trades are
distinct from INSIIDE               Track           newsletter trades and should be
maintained separately.

         www.insiidetrack.com

All trades should be exited or rolled into lead contract
before first notice day. Until updated stops given, use equiva-
lent stop calculated from close on day of rollover.   Trading
strategies apply to 24-hour trading session.

INSIIDE              Track           Terminology                      
Weekly/Monthly ‘Trend’ – Lagging indicator (proprietary calculation)

used to: 1 - Confirm an evolving trade.  2 - Identify likely time (w/in 1-3
periods) for the end of the first wave of a new move.  3 - Alert a trader to
prepare for an upcoming 3rd wave (often most dynamic).

2    Close           Reversal                ™  – A new high above the previous day’s/week’s high
& subsequent close below both of the 2 previous closes…  or vice-versa
(new low & close above both of the 2 previous closes).

MAC,           AMAC             &    MARC            ™  – Moving Average Channel calculations
based on highs or lows of specified time period.

Please refer to Eric Hadik’s Tech Tip™  Reference Library.

Eastern Hemispheres).

This was demonstrated throughout 2008
but I have brought together - and updated where
necessary - all the cycles followed and dis-
cussed last year.  These cycles begin with the
17-Year Swarm Cycle that has impacted global
earthquakes and volcanoes (see January 2009
INSIIDE              Track          II  ), but also earthquakes and
volcanoes in Central & South America... with a
particular emphasis on Chile.

Leading into the latest ‘swarm’ - in 2007 -
2010 - Central & South America were displaying
an uncanny precision on a 360-degree basis,
experiencing major earthquakes and/or volca-

noes in mid-November during 2004, 2005, 2006,
2007 & 2008!

And, as the 2007 - 2010 ‘Swarm Cycle’ was
beginning, this 360-degree cycle broke down
into a very consistent 90-degree cycle.  Could
this be leading into a crescendo - a major earth
event - just as accelerating and intensifying birth
pains herald the imminent arrival of a new cre-
ation?”  IT

END of excerpt from March 2009 INSI-         
IDE        Track           publication (and February 2010
INSIIDE              Track          ).  Much more information
and analysis can be found in the full, 12-
page February 2010 INSIIDE              Track          .


